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My ability to engage with course concepts is: 7 57% 29% 14% 4.6

My ability to keep up with course requirements and assignments is: 7 43% 43% 14% 4.3

My instructor's communication regarding course requirements and assignment is: 7 14% 29% 29% 29% 3.2

My instructor's responsiveness to student questions and concerns is: 7 57% 14% 29% 4.6

From where are you engaging with this course this quarter?   (N=7)

24770 24770
OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS

What is helping you to learn in this course?

1. YouTube

2. The Professor's discord is a great place for everyone to get together and tackle problems.

3. The tutorials and the hero/basics assignments are really helpful for learning the basics of unity without being unreasonable or overwhelming

4. The professors attitude and kindness and passion for games.

5. Good skills on coding C#

7. The class discord is incredibly helpful when it comes to working on individual assignments. You can often ask direct questions to the professor and
search to see if others were having similar problems to yours.

What is hindering your learning in this course?

1. Unmotivated group members

4. Nothing really, maybe my own attention span.

5. Need spend a lot of time to work on Unity

6. Homework project requirements are slightly too vague, but I assume the point is to allow more implementation freedom and problem solving

7. Nothing within this course is really hindering my learning, but other classes leave me with little motivation and time to go above and beyond on
assignments (which I would like to do).

What can your instructor do to improve your learning in this course?

1. Grade assignments and provide feedback

4. Make use of class time more efficiently.

5. Spend more time in class to show how to work with unity for each assignment

7. There's nothing I can think of right now.

What is the course song? Have you been practicing it?

1. Country Roads. No. I mute this. The class song aspect is the worst part of this class along with having to work with students who seemingly have no
interest in participating in a very optional class.

2. country roads, no I have not.

3. What
4. Its John Denver Take me Home Country roads, no I haven't been practicing but I know it by heart already. Printed: 4/25/21
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4. Its John Denver Take me Home Country roads, no I haven't been practicing but I know it by heart already.

5. Take me home. There was my first time hear this song in class.

6. Country Roads. I haven't actively practiced it but have heard it many times before

7. -Take me home, country roads by John Denver -Not outside of listening to it in class
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